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Although he is a senior art critic for New York Magazine and author of How to Be an Artist, Jerry Saltz is not pretentious when it comes to talking about art. His main goal is to get everyone to think, react and work to bring out their best self. If that means saying something that comes to mind when staring at a painting,
then go ahead and do it—and if you're still scared, Jerry might just call you a big baby. He says the easiest way to get into art is to see as much of it as possible. You don't need an art history degree to put everything in broader context, just focus on your first gut reactions. And if you really have a problem with a piece at
all, he says to think about what you want if you were the kind of person who liked it. Maybe the color is a bit too much for you, but you can see why people might respond to it; maybe it's too minimal, and someone could enjoy that aspect. In an effort to put yourself in other critics' shoes, you open up your mind to share
their experiences. When it comes to abstract art? Try to think about how the play was made and when it was made as dropping off points for something to say, rather than My kindergartner could have painted it. Photo: Photo by John Sciulli/Getty ImagesHave you ever felt at a loss for words when staring at a Jackson
Pollock? Or simply not known what to say in reaction to a Rothko? New York Magazine's Senior Art Critic, Jerry Saltz, joins us this week to help the less cultivated of us learn the art of discussing art, as well as impress ing us that there is nothing right and wrong when it comes to art criticism. Saltz has won a Pulitzer and
two National Magazine Awards for his art critiques, and his latest book, How to Be an Artist, comes out in March.Listen to The Upgrade above or find us at all the usual places where podcasts are served, including Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Spotify, iHeartRadio, Stitcher, and NPR One.Highlights from this week's
episodeFrom Jerry Saltz InterviewOn the personal character of art: All art is subjective. I think you can't prove that Leonardo da Vinci is a better artist than Norman Rockwell, the illustrator. You can't do that. I can say that Rockwell's work is amazing because it tells you exactly what to feel, exactly how to look, exactly how
to look, exactly what to look at in what order. But that it never really changes. I can say a lot, but I can't prove that one work of art is better than another. G/O Media can get a commissionOn why there is no right or wrong way to talk about art: I want people to give themselves permission to be idiots, to get lost, not to be
afraid of being wrong. There's nothing wrong with art. You might think I have crapola flavor. I might think you have crapola flavor. Well is a pretty interesting conversation conversation Have... I want people to follow all the crazy beliefs in their heads. Pretend it's like a kaleidoscope. When you see these little triangles and
squares bouncing around in that little tube, when you're [a] kid you're completely open and you build whole imaginary worlds with one eye, that's how you make architectural structures out of really just colored pieces of glass or plastic. And when you look at a work of art, that's really all you see. Does anyone have
feedback or ideas for us? You want to be on the show? Leave us a voicemail at 347-687-8109, or send a voice memo to upgrade@lifehacker.com.Episode Transcript Voice-first technology went radically mainstream this week. For starters, Amazon on Thursday announced an incredibly large number of Alexa-enabled
devices. These include an Echo for cars, a voice-interaction wall clock, and an Alexa-equipped microwave that can order popcorn while taking. The products are fun. But the real news is that Amazon announced the Alexa Connect Kit, which includes a very cheap circuit board the size of a quarter that has the electronics
required to turn any device into an Echo. Expect a tsunami of Alexa-equipped units next year. Amazon also announced Easy Installation for Alexa-equipped devices, which connect and log on based on other Alexa-equipped devices that it detects in a home. And it improved Alexa's functionality. For example, Alexa can
now hold extended conversations without repeating a wake-up word. Companies are now focusing on consumer smart speakers because business models require harvesting personal data in order to improve personalized advertising and Amazon purchase recommendations. But business voice-first tools are coming. If
you remember, Amazon rolled out its Alexa for Business platform, which is designed to bring voice-first applications to businesses and businesses. The conference systems and business tools based on this are still under development, but will hit the market next year. Amazon also launched a new design language called
Alexa Presentation Language (APL) to build voice skills that also include visuals, allowing its screen-based Alexa devices. We also received hints this week that Google will probably announce on Oct. 9 a new smart speaker called Home Hub, a screen-based version of its Google Home device. According to leaked
images and a public FCC posting, the device will have a 7-inch touchscreen, 802.11ac Wi-Fi at 2.4GHz and 5GHz, an ambient-light-and-color sensor and something called long-field voice recognition. Amazon's announcement and Google leaks this week were focused on the consumer market. The big news for the
company came from Salesforce.Salesforce finds its voice Salesforce this week launched a new feature for its Einstein AI platform called Einstein Voice, which allows for to update Salesforce records by Natural. It works on all devices, according to the company, including on Google Home or Amazon Alexa-based devices.
Buried in the news is the fact that Einstein Voice instantly turns consumer and home smart speakers and smart screens into business tools, which can both provide an interface to CRM systems but also answer general questions, make phone calls and do other tasks. Einstein Voice can also inform users about each
day's Salesforce metrics and priorities by voice. This briefing may include today's schedule and overviews of the team's pipeline. Corporate customers can also create their own voice bots with Salesforce's Einstein Bots Platform.One of the most transformative ideas behind Einstein Voice is to make the use of Salesforce
much more mobile. For example, instead of waiting until you're back at a desk to sign updates after a meeting, you can only do it when you're driving by talking to the mobile app. The system's AI will find relevant records and automatically place the information in appropriate areas, according to the company. It will also
create follow-up tasks and notify your employees. Einstein Voice Assistant will be a pilot as part of the winter 2019 release, according to Salesforce. Einstein Voice Bots will be part of the summer 2019 release. Pricing was not announced. Understanding voice-first companiesA company is a combination of people and
computers working together to create value for customers and shareholders. The voice-first revolution is more than just the addition of a talord user interface layer. It is a radical step forward in the Union between people and machines. This idea is beautifully reflected in the Einstein Voice announcement. Voice-first
technology requires AI, which allows people to speak in their natural voice and for the software to figure out what people are saying and take action on it. Over time, AI's ability to understand human speech and intentions, and to take meaningful action, will only grow. Voice-first represents an acceleration of the trend
where computers work much harder on our behalf. This ability represents a major step forward in the partnership between people and computers to get the work done. Voice-first technology also allows people to watch screens less. Today, screen dependency is a major problem that, among other things, damages
productivity. Crucially, voice-first technology changes the way people work and also how they think. Fast forward 10 years and it is very likely that businessmen will spend a large part of their day talking with voice agents, and that these agents will preemptively point out various aspects of companies that require attention.
Meetings and conferences will have AI participants, who will listen to the talks and offer insights, take and not only take action objects, but but go out and perform various tasks during the meeting. Voice-first business tools aren't about speech recognition — at least, it's not the transformative part. They are about
accelerating the interaction between humans and machines and employing AI as an amplifier of human intelligence. Futurists worry AI takes our jobs. The beauty of voice-first technology is that they represent a future where AI improves our jobs and acts not as a rival but as a partner that enables companies to be much



more efficient and impactful. Voice-first technologies also promise a future where an increasing part of our work can be done via mobile and remotely. It brings together groups broadly, reducing the need for them to come together physically. Teleworking is already a growing trend. Voice-first technology will only
accelerate this transformation. The Alexa messages also show the way to a future where, instead of using voice assistants via smart speakers, smart screens and smartphones, we can look forward to a world where they are built into everything. This is particularly true for companies. Within a few years, It is likely that AI-
based voice technology will be built into all possible types of office unit or infrastructure. The voice-first revolution is not a small thing. It's a giant leap. Just as electricity was applied to everything and changed everything in the early 20th century, the addition of AI voice capacity to everything will initiate a comparable
transformation. Copyright © 2018 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc. Inc.
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